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1. Introduction

With the current developments in the field of sustainability, climate adaptation, viruses and the lack 

of population decline, the human need for buildings to live, work and learn in is logically changing. 

It is of great importance that the rather conservative building world responds to these trends by 

cooperating more closely and with greater commitment with residents, users, social platforms, and 

designers. 

On this basis, new constructions can be built that suit the wishes and requirements of our time and 

consider a future that can change very quickly. 

Dr. Ron de Vrieze finished his PhD study successfully by providing solutions to facilitate such joined 

design processes by means of the developed 6-P method. The first step in the methodology is to 

separate various interests at different levels. This creates a better overview, and the integration of 

design and process can be balanced. Open Building is used for this purpose. By separating the 

design into six different layers (from workplace to neighbourhood level), the end-user perspective 

and the social perspective can be used as points of view. These can be opposing perspectives; one 

from the inside looking out and the other from the outside looking in. Both touch each other, as it 

were, in a skin that strongly resembles with domes constructions, in which the perspectives and the 

various interests between inside and outside also gradually merge. These layers can be weighed on 

their subjective and objective value using the 6-P method.
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The basis of the 6-P method can be traced back to six human needs. The 6-P’s make an associative 

connection between the different assessment and weighting systems, which are connected from the 

level of human needs to the level of sustainable development. 

This white paper makes it clear how naturally one step follows another in that complex process.
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2. The 6-P method

The table below shows in a nutshell the complex system developed from a theoretical approach. The 

enumeration of subjective and objective systems is summarised in six entities each with a certain 

value (based on the golden section): the process of the 6-P method.
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Possible slow changing stable system influences (opportunities)

6P Entities Planet Possibilities People

Weighting systems

Weighting factors 40% 25% 15%

Needs Certainty Variation/Tension Connectedness

PESTLE/ELSEPT Environmental Legal Sociological

Environmental concerns 

[sustainability]

Scarcity Mono-culture effects Disconnections

Environmental 

opportunities

[sustainability]

Application of infinite 

resources 

Ensuring diversity Ensuring connection 

(coherence)

Human scale of 

development

(Human Scale 

Development)

[sustainability]

Living environment (inter-

acting)

Have equal rights and 

choice

Belonging (being)

Programme of 

requirements [design]

Functional Aesthetic Social

Morphological factors 

[design] 

Visible support structure Flexibility in change Connections, coherence

Biophilic design 

(Browning, Ryan & 

Clansey)

[design]

Connection to nature, 

predictable and safe 

Sensory surprise (air, water, 

light); mysterious and 

natural 

Connection with natural 

materials

Scale example 

applications

[design]

Clear structure of the built 

environment, the buildings 

and room layout

Variety of types of 

neighbourhoods, 

unexpected building 

designs, (open) spaces, 

and places 

Logical relationships 

between buildings, unity 

with the surroundings and 

insite buildings 

Disciplines

[process]

Environmental Sciences Law- and  legislation Sociology 

Professions

[process]

Environmental expert /LCA 

specialist

Legal Officer Psychologist/

Sociologist/

Coach

Team roles

( Belbin)

[process] 

Finisher, monitor Researcher Team worker

Intrinsieke motivatie

(naar Self Determination 

Theory)

[Proces]

Being competent

(Heteronomous factor)

Being autonomous Being connected

(Heteronomous factor)
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Probable rapidly changing unstable system influences (probablities)

6P Entiteiten Particularities Potentials Proliferations

Weighting systems

Weighting factors 10% 6% 4%

Behoeften Significance/Being special Contributions Growth

PESTLE/ELSEPT Economic Political Technological

Environmental concerns 

[sustainability]

Dominance by one species Withdrawal numbers of 

species

Species extinction

Environmental 

opportunities

[sustainability]

Stimulating species 

diversity

Wealth Population extension

Human scale of 

development

(Human Scale 

Development)

[sustainability]

Self-confidence (being) Caring for others (doing) Learning (have)

Programme of 

requirements [design]

Financial Sustainability Engineering 

Morphological factors 

[design] 

Surprising and special 

elements

Adapting to change Expansion possibilities 

Biophilic design 

(Browning, Ryan & 

Clansey)

[design]

Recognisable biological 

shapes and patterns

Symbiotic contribution to 

natural systems 

Complexity and sequencing

Scale example 

applications

[design]

Special district, specially 

designed building, special 

details on building, art, 

special layout/space 

Adaptation possibilities 

for new buildings, infill 

development, upgrading 

and preservation of 

buildings, adaptation of 

facilities 

Growth outside the 

framework of regular 

building methods and 

construction, expansions, 

new spaces and furnishings

Disciplines

[process]

Economist Political Engineering

Professions

[process]

Financial expert Councilman, Councillor Technologist

Team roles

( Belbin)

[process] 

Specialist, plant Co-ordinator Designer

Intrinsieke motivatie

(naar Self Determination 

Theory)

[Proces]

Being autonomous Being beneficient  to others 

(Heteronomous Factor)

Being autonomous
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It is clear from the table above that the aim of the methodology is to achieve a sustainable system 

balance: a sustained balance between the social environment and the natural environment. By 

increasing awareness of natural patterns, such as how human needs can be met, and by also 

looking at systems in nature, the influence of individuals and of the community as a whole is better 

understood. 

The 6P method thus seems to build on Elkington’s people-planet-profit model, but it lacks a 

number of essential elements for this subject matter. Ron de Vrieze’s PhD research shows that 

there are always six interrelated entities, which express themselves at different levels with the same 

characteristic properties. 

As mentioned in the overview, three dimensions can be defined as stable: People-Planet-

Possibilities. The other three are unstable: Particularities-Potentials-Proliferations.

The need for certainty, variety, and social connection is associated with this and defined as a stable 

factor. The need for significance,  contribution, and growth is the unstable factor. Building on this, the 

stable system has, for example, environmental, legal and sociological facets and the unstable system 

economic, political and technological ones. 

For example, when a new political policy affects the system through dynamics that are destabilising 

or disruptive - such as through the sudden introduction of inclusive education in primary schools - it 

brings about unexpected effects that quickly demonstrate that many buildings are not designed to 

be flexible enough to adapt to rapid changes. This creates instability because the system cannot 

easily accommodate such changes.
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3. The interests of the Architecture, 
Engineering and Construction (AEC)  
industry

The Dutch Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry is struggling to create healthy 

and sustainable buildings. Buildings that must meet the needs of society, local communities, end-

users and individual stakeholders. The cause lies in all these different (not infrequently conflicting) 

interests. Currently, AEC is improving its processes to better deal with the complexity of today’s 

design assignments. The main three changes it wants to implement are:

1. put end-users more at the centre of the design and development process;

 2.  transforming the linear process of materials into a circular process, i.e. into the reuse of (energy) 

resources;

3. make buildings more flexible and adaptable. 

The activities of the AEC range from design, construction and maintenance to financing, operation 

and transformation in technical and economic business areas. The many responsibilities are rather 

fragmented and organised accordingly. Initially, therefore, it is necessary to radically change the 

organisation in order to meet current and future requirements. 

Unfortunately, the AEC industry neglects the core human needs factors and uses mainly rational, 

objective and technological methods.  

To change this, the 6P method comes into play. With this method, additional requirements and 

future technological developments can be made transparent to accommodate changes in various 

knowledge domains. The result then becomes a framework for the design and processes of new 

residential and non-residential buildings. This framework facilitates the process to such an extent 

that even aspects that would normally not be considered in construction projects are now identified

.
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4. The added value of the 6-P method  

As Ron de Vrieze progressed with his research, the value of the identified self-similarity patterns 

became increasingly important. These pattern similarities can be defined as the set of facts, 

associatively compared to a model of criteria. They characterise a correct balance or desired end 

state. These similarities, as well as the associated mutual and hierarchical contradictions, influence 

human needs, sustainable development and construction-related factors on several levels.  

By applying the 6-P method based on the aforementioned framework, it is clear that a solution 

cannot be found in the current approach of the AEC. This approach is too dependent on its own 

system and gives priority to financial, political and technical factors, but has insufficient room for the 

environmental factors, legal possibilities/ambitions and sociological effects. 

With the help of the 6-P method, these focal points can contribute to finding new directions and 

more coherence between the interests of the target groups. Here, the factors Planet, Possibilities 

and People from the 6-P method are the most important, the so-called entities 1, 2 and 3 (together 

80% of the value). 

Entity 1, for example, emphasises interests that are determined by the human need for certainty, 

and in terms of environmental discipline within sustainable development, and such by using the 

morphological factors a visible load bearing structure of a building. 

All of this is related to physical design and process scales (to end-users and societal perspectives) 

and to different interest perspectives such as management, building owners, project developers, 

authorities and participants from the AEC  industry. 

Traditionally, dialogues are held to reach a consensus between these perspectives. When the 

building is constructed, however, in practice this does not lead to everyone’s satisfaction.  The 6-P 

method makes use of these different, sometimes contradictory, perspectives and separates them 

for this purpose both in the process and in the design, so that the various interests can be weighed 

and subjected to the different weighting systems (see table). After all, it is necessary to look from the 

question of whose needs we are actually talking about in the built environment.          

Individual needs are influenced by one’s own thoughts, beliefs, emotions, behaviour and sensory 

experiences of the design of especially the inside of buildings, while collective interests include local 

identity and cultural interests for the building design as the outside. Individual interests also include 

physiological aspects (each individual has their own characteristics in addition to being generic) 

and biological aspects (think of the effects of the indoor environment on the individual). Building 

construction methods thus affect the individual and the collective interests such as sustainable 

development factors

.
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5. A few examples: How does the 6-P method 
work in practice?

The 6-P method can be used for analysis of completed projects, participation in current projects, 

and research the potentions into future projects. It therefore concerns the design and construction 

process. Below is an example of a desired (fictitious) scenario of a construction process (example 1) 

and an analysis of an existing design (example 2).   

1.  Example: Primary school ‘The imagination’ a school building that is 
never finished

A school board asks for advice on the construction of a multifunctional accommodation that houses 

schools. This accommodation will be located in one of the three available village centres and will 

replace a few small village schools that will be closed down. 

The example is set in a shrinkage area in the north of the Netherlands.  

The municipality approves the plan and a construction management agency that was brought in 

recommends using the 6-P method to set up the project organisation. The municipal council gives 

the school board permission to start the process under the direction of a steering committee. The 

steering committee, project group and working groups consist, at their levels, of representatives of 

the six P’s, representatives of the six fields of expertise listed in the table: an environmental expert 

(E), a legal expert (L), a social expert/process coach (S), a financial expert (E), a politician (P) and a 

technician/construction manager (T). The six PESTEL or ELSEPT factors will be recognisable. All 

participants also have a clear idea of what type they are, which is why they were selected to take 

part in the team. They complement each other. The environmental expert appears to be the most 

dominant.    

The management consultant begins by drawing up an overview of the future prospects of the 

community, end users and construction. In doing so, the advisor collects information on available 

modular systems, as Open Building is now commonplace. Next, the manager takes stock of the 

wishes and requirements of the local community and end-user in the field. 

Once this information is complete, the consultant enters into discussion with the stakeholders about 

the main structure of the building. The most flexible system, which requires the least material, is 

chosen. From the Open Building catalogue, various dimensions and solutions of circularly applicable 

modular units, the so called Open Building related infill industry, are shown. It is suggested to choose 

a variety of well tested products, so that the risks of failure costs are minimal. The plug’n play units, 

modular unit and ecological unit come with a guarantee of recyclability. 

The selected units are all easily replaceable and suitable for future changes. A company can supply 

the units and, if necessary, change or replace them within a month.
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The catalogue sections of educational areas are divided into two parts and are based on 

developmental psychology. For the youngest children, part 1 is ‘Certainty’ (aimed at pupils aged 3-9 

years) and for the older children part 2 is ‘Challenge’ (aimed at pupils aged 9-12 years). Everything 

has been tested and approved by a competent team of social- and natural science specialists. 

Throughout the process, the coach accompanies the participants of the steering committee, project 

group and working group through the decision-making process and makes them reflect on the 

influence of their own needs. 

After the construction company proposes a dome as the main supporting load bearing or base 

building structure, based on the favourable properties calculated by the 6P method and Open 

Building method and after offering a first sketch and a quotation for the fitting of modular units, the 

local community is asked for input on location, identity of the building and use of local materials for 

the exterior façade of the dome.
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Example 2. The parish school of the Sagrada Familia in Barcelona designed 
by Gaudí 
This illustrative example shows how the model works in the practical application of the design 

process. The parish school of the Sagrada Familia, built by Gaudí near the basilica of the Sagrada 

Familia, has been analysed according to the 6-P model. The book Gaudí’s Sagrada Familia (Anglés 

2010) has been used for this purpose. Gaudí carefully designed all the details of this school and 

tried to make it as pleasant as possible for the children. It should be noted that the corresponding 

table is from the perspective of the end user. Therefore, more balance can be found in the practical 

application when the social interests are also known (see example 1). The example has been worked 

out for the needs of certainty, variation, and connectedness (together 80%).

End-users’ perspective assessment

6 Human needs  6 Physical shells  Phrases from the book: Anglés, J. C. 2010. Gaudi’s 

Sagrada Familia: A Monument to Nature. Lleida: Editorial 

Milenio. 

Certainty (40%) Desks/furniture The stools for giving classes  in the open were three-legged 

so that they would remain steady on the ground. A practical 

four-sided gyratory cupboard where the class material was 

kept.  The arrangement was two by two.

Classroom The classrooms were built to accommodate at least 50 

children. The roof (in this case conoid shape) consists of a 

very simple structure, visible from the three classrooms.

Corridor/room relations There was only a small hall/entrance.

Exterior/layout Ruled surfaces (planoids or false planes) in the walls and roof 

are used; forms frequently found in nature.

Playground Teaching in open air. An  area covered with heather extended 

over a metallic grill, where plastered walls doubled as 

blackboards.

Neighbourhood Gaudí built the school near the church for the sons and 

daughters of the workers of the church and the local children
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Variation (25%) Desks/furniture The classroom differs in layouts and in classroom 

arrangement settings, byblocks of 48 desks and some 

separate desks also two by two (which suggesting that they 

might be used for some individual pupils).

Classroom All the classrooms had different sizes, no classroom was the 

same and had straight and curved walls.

Corridor/room 

relationship

The toilets were located on the opposite of the entrance.

Exterior/layout The geometry of conical surfaces so abundant in nature. The 

conical brick walls that enclose the structure are generated by 

straight lines which follow the initial sinusoidal floor plan and 

which result in pleasing to the eye, extraordinarily stable and 

naturalistic at the same time.

Playground On the other endof the patio (besides the area covered for 

blackboards) there were trees and jardinières with plants that 

the children grew, meant to instill them the love and respect 

for nature.

Neighbourhood The organic design variation  for traditional architectural styles 

and typology.
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Connection (15%) Desks/furniture An arrangement setting of two by two

Classroom The classrooms had a huge air volume due to the high 

ceiling/roof. Small window frames did not disturb the children 

by outdoor occurrences and create less sunradiation/

overheating. Cross ventilation was possible by the till 

windows. 

Corridor/room 

relationship

The entrance to enter the classrooms was located in the 

centre of the building.

Exterior/layout On the ground floor there are three intertwined hearts, 

probably meant as symbol for the Christian religion.

Playground In one of the playgrounds there was a round pond 30 cm 

deep that was used for practical classic of Geography, where 

pupils had fun using sand to reproduce the geographical 

incidents they had studied.

Neighbourhood The school is inseparably connected to the natural world 

similar to the architecture and intended to work together on  

the education of the children with adults of the neighbourhood 

.
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6. Finally

The illustrative examples mentioned above show in outline how the 6-P method, which was 

developed from a theoretical system analysis, works in practice.  

Currently (February 2022), determination methods (combinations of different weighting systems) are 

further developed to identify and balance the PVEs, designs and potentials in the built environment. 

The initial findings from the practical situation are consistent with the developed system theory.  

Example 1 shows how the construction process can be better balanced using a number of process-

related weighting systems, and example 2 shows how a practical situation can be analysed using 

human needs only. 

For an even better picture, other weighting systems could be added, such as an analysis with 

morphological factors. With further development of these determination methods to balance designs 

and processes in construction, practical cases can be analysed with the aim of further validation and 

valorisation. 

You can also see for yourself how it works with only the six human needs (see the table) in a design 

of your choice. At the Innovation Workshop (IWP) Entrance of Hanze University Groningen, we do this 

within one of the innovation teams that focuses on energy and circularity in the built environment.

For more information, please contact dr. Ron de Vrieze: r.de.vrieze@pl.hanze.nl 

(+31)6 223 99269

Read more?
https://research.rug.nl/nl/publications/understanding-dutch-primary-school-building-design-

complexity-the
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